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Case Study: Mark's Journey to Sustainable Energy with Future Proof Solar

Customer Profile: Mark

Background: Mark and his family were in search of a reliable and cost-effective solar panel

solution to reduce their electricity expenses.

The Challenge:

Mark faced a common challenge when exploring solar panel options – navigating through a sea

of companies charging exorbitant prices for installation. His quest for the right solution led him

to Future Proof Solar, where he found not only competitive pricing but also the promise of the

right technology for his needs.

Our Approach:

Personalised Assessment: We conducted a thorough evaluation of Mark's house to provide

tailored recommendations.

Expert Advice: Our team offered expert guidance, addressing Mark's concerns and providing

clarity on how to maximise the use of solar panels.



The Solution:

Inbuilt Panels and Battery System: Mark, along with his neighbors, chose inbuilt panels paired

with a 5kW GivEnergy and a 9.5kW battery system.

Future Expansion: With an eye on the future, Mark expressed interest in potentially increasing

the solar capacity later.

Savings and Tariff Optimisation…

Financial Impact: Mark's family, previously spending £350/month on electricity, reduced their

costs to a maximum of £100/month!

Tariff Optimisation: Our team guided Mark in selecting the right tariff, emphasising the

importance of tailored plans for different seasons.

Maximising Environmental Impact:

Grid Interaction: Mark optimized his solar setup, selling excess electricity back to the grid

during summer months for favorable rates.

Environmental Consciousness: Recognizing the positive impact on the environment, Mark

appreciated contributing to a greener grid for others to benefit.

Efficient Installation Experience:



Mark was pleasantly surprised by the installation process, describing it as far more quick,

efficient, and straightforward than he initially anticipated.

Recommendation and Future Outlook:

With tangible savings, environmental impact, and a smooth installation experience, Mark

enthusiastically recommends Future Proof Solar to others. He considers his solar panels a

"savings pot" and appreciates the positive influence on both his finances and the environment.

Future Proof Solar remains committed to providing not only cutting-edge technology but also

comprehensive guidance and support to ensure each customer's journey towards sustainable

energy is seamless and rewarding.

Mark's Testimonial:

"Overall, I would 100% recommend Future Proof Solar to others. They provided the right tech for

the right price, and the impact on both my bills and the environment has been remarkable."



Ready to embark on your solar journey? Contact Future Proof Solar for expert advice and

tailored solutions.


